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Genetic structure and
demographic history of
Northern Han people in
Liaoning Province inferred from
genome-wide array data

Jingbin Zhou†, Xianpeng Zhang†, Xin Li, Jie Sui, Shuang Zhang,

Hua Zhong, Qiuxi Zhang, Xiaoming Zhang, He Huang and

Youfeng Wen*

Institute of Biological Anthropology, Jinzhou Medical University, Jinzhou, China

In this study, we used typical and advanced population genetic analysis

methods [principal component analysis (PCA), ADMIXTURE, FST, f3-statistics,

f4-statistics, qpAdm/qpWave, qpGraph, ALDER (Admixture-induced Linkage

Disequilibrium for Evolutionary Relationships) and TreeMix] to explore the

genetic structure of 80 Han individuals from four di�erent cities in Liaoning

Province and reconstruct their demographic history based on the newly

generated genome-wide data. We found that Liaoning Han people have

genetic similarities with other northern Han people (Shandong, Henan, and

Shanxi) and Liaoning Manchu people. Millet farmers in the Yellow River

Basin (YRB) and the West Liao River Basin (WLRB) (57–98%) and hunter-

gatherers in the Mongolian Plateau (MP) and the Amur River Basin (ARB)

(40–43%) are the main ancestral sources of the Liaoning Han people. Our

study further supports the “northern origin hypothesis”; YRB-related ancestry

accounts for 83–98% of the genetic makeup of the Liaoning Han population.

There are clear genetic influences of northern East Asian populations in the

Liaoning Han people, ancient Northeast Asian-related ancestry is another

dominant ancestral component, and large-scale population admixture has

happened between Tungusic Manchu people and Han people. There are

genetic di�erences among the Liaoning Han people, and we found that these

di�erences are associated with di�erent migration routes of Hans during the

“Chuang Guandong” period in historical records.

KEYWORDS

genetic structure, population history, Han people, genome-wide data, Liaoning

Province of China

Introduction

The origin of the Sino–Tibetan language family is a controversial issue. Recently, an

increasing number of studies supported the “northern origin hypothesis” from different

perspectives, such as archeology, genetics, and linguistics. These studies also reported

that the dispersal of the Sino–Tibetan language supports the “farming-language dispersal
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hypothesis”, Neolithic millet farmers in the Yellow River Basin

(YRB), who are associated with Yangshao and/or Majiayao

cultures, may have been the ancestors of Sino–Tibetan language

speakers (Sagart et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019; Wang C. C.

et al., 2021). The “northern origin hypothesis” is consistent

with historical records that the Han population originated from

the Huaxia tribe in the YRB. Modern Han people comprise

the largest population among Sino–Tibetan language speakers

and are the most populous ethnic group in China and East

Asia, with a current population of a staggering 1.286 billion

individuals (Seventh Census). Previous studies found that the

Han population can be divided into two distinct groups, the

northern Han population and the southern Han population,

and Han people in different regions have different genetic

profiles, but they all exhibit mixed characteristics: dominant

ancestry related to Neolithic YRB farmers and minor genetic

contributions from geographically different indigenous peoples

(He et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021a,b; Yao et al., 2021; Zhang

X. et al., 2021; He et al., 2022b). These studies reveal a complex

demographic history of the Han people. The Han population or

their ancestors frequently expanded northward and southward

throughout history, mixed with different indigenous ethnic

groups, and accumulated genetic diversity, and they played an

important role in the formation of the genetic structure of

East Asian populations. Previous studies described in depth

the genetic contributions of the Han population and its

ancestors to modern southern ethnic groups, such as Tai–

Kadai, Austroasiatic, Austronesian, and Hmong–Mien-speaking

populations (He et al., 2020; Bin et al., 2021; Luo et al., 2021;

Wang C. C. et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022; Guo et al., 2022),

but the genetic affinities and structure of northern Han people

and northern ethnic groups are still unclear due to the sparse

sampling of present-day populations and a low coverage of

single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).

Liaoning is a northern province in China, and the largest

ethnic group in this province is Han, with 36.16 million people

(Seventh Census), followed by the Manchu population, with

more than 5 million people. In addition, 50 other ethnic

groups live in Liaoning Province. The dynamic population

history shows rich cultural, linguistic, and genetic diversities.

The West Liao River Basin (WLRB) and the Amur River Basin

(ARB) geographic regions are adjacent to Liaoning Province,

and modern and ancient populations in these regions have

played an indispensable role in the formation of the genetic

structure, culture, and language in East Asia, especially northern

East Asia. Previous studies found that the WLRB may be

the cradle of the Transeurasian language family according

to evidence from linguistics, archeology, and genetics, and

the diffusion of the Transeurasian language followed the

expansion of WLRB millet farmers (Robbeets et al., 2021),

but there are opposing views. Wang et al. did not find a

genetic contribution of the WLRB millet farmers in modern

and ancient populations in the Mongolian Plateau (MP) and

ARB areas (Wang C. C. et al., 2021). Many linguists did

not recognize the proto-Transeurasian language, and they

argued that the commonalities between different Transeurasian

language groups were caused by historical exchange and

interaction (Robbeets and Savelyev, 2020). Paleogenomic studies

show that there are up to 14,000 years of genetic continuity

from the ancient ARB population to the modern Tungusic

people, and the latter also maintain genetic homogeneity with

each other (He et al., 2021; Mao et al., 2021; Wang C. C.

et al., 2021); but there is an exception, in that the Tungusic

Manchu people exhibit significant genetic similarity with the

northern Han people, which reveals that a large-scale population

admixture occurred between the Manchus and the Hans (Zhang

X. et al., 2021). Genetic influences of Han people and their

ancestors can also be observed in other populations in Liaoning

Province. Previous studies based on autosomal short tandem

repeat (STR), Y/X chromosome short tandem repeat (Y/X-

STR), and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) revealed close genetic

relationships between the Liaoning Han population and the

Manchu, Mongolian, Xibo and Chinese Korean populations

in Liaoning Province (Yao and Wang, 2016; Guo, 2017a; Du

et al., 2020). However, compared with other ethnic groups, the

Liaoning Han people exhibit a closer genetic affinity with the

northern Han people in other regions, such as Heilongjiang,

Jilin, Hebei, and Shandong (Yao andWang, 2016; Yao et al., 2016;

Guo, 2017b). Nevertheless, due to limited sampling and few

genetic markers, the genetic structure and profile of the Liaoning

Han people are still unclear. In this study, we obtained genome-

wide data for Han people from Dalian, Dandong, Shenyang,

and Panjin in Liaoning Province to perform population genetic

analysis. This studymainly aims to explore (1) the genetic profile

and structure of the Liaoning Han population; (2) the genetic

affinity between the Liaoning Han population and the Tungusic-

andMongolic-speaking populations; (3) the number of ancestral

sources contributing to the Liaoning Han population; (4)

the genetic contributions of ancient millet farmers in the

YRB and WLRB; and finally, (5) the origin of the Liaoning

Han population.

Materials and methods

Sampling and genotyping

In this study, we collected saliva samples from 80 Han

individuals (19 Shenyang Hans, 20 Dandong Hans, 21 Dalian

Hans and 20 Panjin Hans) from four cities in Liaoning Province,

China (Supplementary Table 1). Every participant signed the

informed consent form before the start of the study. The

geographical positions of the sampling population in this study

are displayed in Figure 1. All participants were required to be

indigenous residents whose ancestors had lived at the sampling

sites for at least three generations, and the ethnic groups of
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FIGURE 1

Geographical positions of the sampling population in this study.

all participants were assigned according to the self-declaration

based on the family migration history and corresponding

family records. This research was reviewed and approved by

the Medical Ethics Committee of Jinzhou Medical University

(JZMULL2021101), and all procedures were carried out by

following the recommendations of the Declaration of Helsinki

of 2000 (Helsinki, 2001). The DNA extraction was performed

with a genomic DNA extraction kit following the manufacturer’s

instructions. DNA sequencing and genotyping were carried out

by using Illumina WeGene Arrays. Finally, we obtained the raw

dataset in bplink format (bed, bim and fam), which contained

717,228 SNPs. Then, we used PLINK 1.9 software (Purcell

et al., 2007) to perform initial filtering based on our predefined

parameter thresholds (-maf: 0.01, -hwe: 0.0001, -mind: 0.01 and

-geno: 0.01), and a dataset containing 456,201 SNPs from 80Han

individuals was obtained. Then, we used genome-wide complex

trait analysis (GCTA) (Yang et al., 2011) software to infer the

genetic relationships between newly sampled Han individuals

and the individuals who showed close kinship up to the third

degree (kinship value > 0.125), with other newly sampled

individuals excluded to ensure that all members of the sample

population in this study were unrelated. The results are listed

in Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary Figure 1, showing

no kinship within the third degree between newly sampled

Han individuals.

Data merging

In this study, we used two merged datasets:

1) “Merged-HO” dataset: We merged our newly generated

dataset of 80 Han individuals with previously published

modern and ancient population data from the Affymetrix

Human Origins (HO) Array dataset (Patterson et al., 2012).

2) “Merged-1240K” dataset: We also merged new genotype

data with the 1240K dataset from the Reich Lab (https://

reich.hms.harvard.edu/allen-ancient-dna-resource-aadr-

downloadable-genotypes-present-day-and-ancient-dna-

data).

In addition, we merged these two datasets with our

previous Liaoning Manchu and Mongolian datasets

(Zhang X. et al., 2021; Hou et al., 2022). Finally,

we obtained the “Merged-HO” dataset containing

41,585 SNPs and the “Merged-1240K” dataset

containing 113,144 SNPs to perform the population

genetic analysis.

Principal component and ADMIXTURE
analyses

In this study, we applied the principal component analysis

(PCA) and the ADMIXTURE analysis based on the “Merged-

HO” dataset to explore the population structure in East Asia.

The PCA was conducted by using the smartpca package of

EIGENSOFT software (Patterson et al., 2006) with the default

options lsqproject: YES and numoutlieriter: 0. Visualization

was performed by the R package ggplot2. Then, we used

PLINK 1.9 (Purcell et al., 2007) with the parameter “-indep-

pairwise 200 25 0.4” to remove SNPs in strong linkage
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disequilibrium, and we then applied ADMIXTURE (Alexander

et al., 2009), which is a model-based clustering analysis,

with a predefined number of ancestral sources (K) ranging

from 2 to 20. The optimal number of ancestral sources

(K) was selected using 10-fold cross-validation (CV) errors,

which are listed in Supplementary Table 3. Visualization of

the ADMIXTURE results was carried out by using the R

package pophelper.

Pairwise-FST genetic distance

We used the smartpca program in EIGENSOFT

software (Patterson et al., 2006) with the parameter

fstonly: YES to calculate pairwise FST genetic distances

between Liaoning Han and other modern reference

populations. Visualization was carried out by using the R

package pheatmap.

f-statistics

We used ADMIXTOOLS (Patterson et al., 2012) to

calculate all f -statistics. First, a three-population test

(f 3-statistics) was carried out by using the qp3pop program

in ADMIXTOOLS with default parameters. We calculated

outgroup-f 3 (Han_Liaoning, Y; Mbuti) values based on the

“Merged-HO” dataset and the “Merged-1240K” dataset to

measure shared genetic drift between the Liaoning Han and

other Eurasian populations (Y). We also conducted admixture-

f 3 (X, Y; Han_Liaoning) analysis to explore the possible genetic

contributors and potential admixture signals. Then, we carried

out a four-population test (f 4-statistics) by using the qpDstat

program in ADMIXTOOLS with default parameters. We

calculated f 4 (Modern/Ancient population1, Modern/Ancient

population2; Han_Liaoning, Mbuti) and f 4 (Modern/Ancient

population1, Han_Liaoning; Modern/Ancient population2,

Mbuti) values to examine shared alleles and explore the

direction of gene flow.

QpAdm and QpWave

The qpAdm and qpWave programs in ADMIXTOOLS

(Patterson et al., 2012) were applied to the “Merged-

HO” dataset and the “Merged-1240K” dataset to explore

the minimum number of ancestral sources and quantify

ancestral proportions. We used 10 outgroups, namely, Mbuti,

Malaysia_LN, Tianyuan, Papuan, Ust_Ishim, GreatAndaman,

Kostenki14, Australian, Mixe, and Atayal, to test the two-way

admixture model.

QpGraph and TreeMix

To identify the best-fitting phylogenetic framework

with population splits and gene flow events, we used the

qpGraph program in ADMIXTOOLS and TreeMix software

to reconstruct the deep population history of the Liaoning

Han people.

ALDER and Y-chromosomal and MtDNA
lineages

The admixture time and possible ancestral sources of

Liaoning Han were estimated by using multiple Admixture-

induced Linkage Disequilibrium for Evolutionary Relationships

(ALDERs) (Loh et al., 2013). Y-chromosomal andmitochondrial

haplogroups were assigned by using an in-house script

and following the recommendations of the International

Society of Genetic Genealogy (ISOGG; http://www.isogg.

org/) and mtDNA PhyloTree17 (http://www.phylotree.org/).

The haplogroup information based on mtDNA and the Y

chromosome is provided in Supplementary Table 11.

Results

Population structure and genetic a�nity
of East Eurasian populations

The structure of the East Eurasian population was indicated

by the results of PCA and ADMIXTURE analysis. Figure 2A

shows that the population structure is consistent with language

category and geographic location. Populations who belong

to the same language group or have adjoined geographic

distributions show a close genetic relationship, and there are

clear Han clines, Tibeto–Burman clines, and Tai–Kadai clines.

The Liaoning Han people are located along the Han cline and

show a close relationship with other northern Han people. In

addition, modern Liaoning Manchu people and the ancient

YRB population overlap with the Liaoning Han people, as

shown in Figure 2A, revealing close genetic relationships among

them. We also found that some populations with adjoining

geographic locations with the Liaoning Han people, such as

Liaoning Mongolians, Japanese, and Koreans, exhibit close

genetic relationships. There are no significant genetic differences

among the Liaoning Han populations in Dandong, Dalian,

Shenyang, and Panjin. The ADMIXTURE results also support

the aforementioned findings (Figure 2B). In this study, we found

that the CV error is the lowest when K = 9. There are four

dominant ancestral components in the genetic makeup of the

Liaoning Han population. The blue ancestry is maximized in

modern Han people and ancient YRB populations; the yellow

ancestry is enriched in modern Tibetans and ancient Nepalese
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FIGURE 2

Population structure of ancient and modern Eurasian populations. (A) Principal component analysis; (B) ADMIXTURE-based model cluster

analysis.

populations; the purple ancestry is maximized in Iron Age

Hanben individuals and Neolithic Fujian coastal and island

populations and enriched in modern Tai–Kadai speakers and

Austronesian speakers; the green ancestry is maximized in

ancient ARB hunter-gatherers and modern Tungusic speakers

such as Ulchi and Nanai; there is a small amount of West

Eurasian ancestry in the genetic makeup of the Liaoning Han

people. The genetic profile of the Liaoning Han people is

similar to those of other northern Han people and Liaoning

Manchu people, and there is more YRB- and ARB-related

ancestry and less southern ancestry relative to those in the

southern Han people. The pairwise FST genetic distances

also showed the same genetic profile of the Liaoning Han

people (Figure 3). The shortest genetic distances were observed

between the Liaoning Han people and other northern Han

people, such as the Shandong Han and Henan Han people

and the Liaoning Manchu people. Fuxin Mongolian, Korean,

Japanese, Xibo, and other northern populations also exhibit

closer genetic relationships with the Liaoning Han people

(Supplementary Table 4).

f3-statistics and f4-statistics

To further explore genetic affinity, potential admixture

signals, and genetic flow direction among East Asian
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FIGURE 3

Heatmap of genetic a�nity among modern East Asian populations based on pairwise FST genetic distance.

populations, we performed outgroup-f 3, admixture-f 3,

and f 4-statistical analyses. The results of Outgroup-f 3

(Han_Liaoning, Y; Mbuti) based on the “Merged-1240K”

dataset and the “Merged-HO” dataset indicate that the Liaoning

Han people have genetic similarity with the northern and

southern Han people, the Liaoning Manchu people, Japanese

people, and Korean people relative to other East Asian

populations (Figures 4A,D, Supplementary Tables 5A–F). Some

Tibeto–Burman speakers, such as Naxi, Tujia, and Yi, and

southern East Asian populations also have a close genetic

relationship with the Liaoning Han people. We also found

genetic differences between the Liaoning Han and western

Eurasian populations and the Turkic-speaking populations.

The above results can be found in the Dandong, Dalian,

Shenyang, and Panjin Han peoples, and there is clear genetic

homogeneity among the Liaoning Han populations. When Y

represented ancient populations, we found that the Liaoning

Han people shared more genetic drift with the YRB and

WLRB populations during the Neolithic to Iron Age. We

also found that ARB populations, such as Mohe, Boisman,

and Devils Cave, Iron Age Hanben, and Neolithic Fujian

coastal populations, shared genetic drift with the Liaoning Han

people (Figure 4B, Supplementary Tables 5G–K). The results of

admixture-f 3 (Modern/Ancient population1, Modern/Ancient

population2; Mbuti) indicated that the Liaoning Han people

could be modeled as a mixture between southern populations
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FIGURE 4

Shared genetic drift and genetic a�nity measured via f3-statistics analysis. (A) Outgroup-f3 (Han_Liaoning, Modern population; Mbuti) based on

the “Merged-1240K” dataset; (B) outgroup-f3 (Han_Liaoning, Ancient population; Mbuti) based on the “Merged-1240K” dataset;

(C) admixture-f3 (Modern/Ancient population1, Modern/Ancient population2; Han_Liaoning) based on the “Merged-1240K” dataset;

(D) outgroup-f3 (Han_Liaoning, Modern population; Mbuti) based on the “Merged-HO” dataset.
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represented by southern Han (CHS), Dai, and Ami and northern

populations in the YRB and in the ARB and on the Mongolian

Plateau (MP) (Figure 4C, Supplementary Table 5L).

The results of f 4-statistics in the form of f 4 (Modern

population1, Modern population2; Han_Liaoning, Mbuti)

indicated that the Liaoning Han people shared more alleles

with northern and southern Han people, Liaoning Manchu

people, Liaoning Mongolian, Japanese, Korean, and some

southern East Asian populations, such as Dai, She, Yi, and

Miao, than with western Eurasian populations and other East

Asian populations (Supplementary Table 6A). The results

of f 4-statistics in the form of f 4 (Ancient population1,

Ancient population2; Han_Liaoning, Mbuti) revealed

that Liaoning Han people shared more alleles with YRB

and WLRB populations than with other ancient Eurasian

populations, and there was gene flow related to the ARB

and MP populations and ancient southern populations

(Supplementary Table 6B). To further determine asymmetric

genetic relationships, we calculated f 4-statistics in the form of

f 4 (Han population/Manchu_Liaoning/Mongolian_Liaoning,

Han_Liaoning; Modern population, Mbuti) based

on the “Merged-HO” dataset and f 4 (Han

population/Manchu_Liaoning/Mongolian_Liaoning/Xibo/Daur

/Oroqen/Hezhen, Han_Liaoning; Modern population, Mbuti)

based on the “Merged-1240K” dataset (Supplementary Table 7,

Figures 5A,B). The Liaoning Han people showed significant

genetic similarities with other northern Han people (Henan,

Shandong and Shanxi) and Liaoning Manchu people, southern

Han populations shared more alleles with Tai–Kadai, Hmong–

Mien, and Austronesian-speaking populations than Liaoning

Hans, modern Tungusic speakers exhibited genetic similarities

with each other and showed clear genetic differences with

Liaoning Hans, and Liaoning Mongolians had more genetic

influence from western Eurasian populations than Liaoning

Hans. The Liaoning Han people have genetic homogeneity, but

we found that Dalian Hans showed a closer genetic affinity with

Shandong Hans than Shenyang Hans, and Dalian Hans shared

more alleles with some Han people (Shandong Hans, Fujian

Hans, CHS and Han Chinese Beijing (CHB)), Tibeto–Burman

speakers (Naxi, Yi, Lhasa, and Yajiang Tibetan), Liaoning

Manchu people, Liaoning Mongolians, and Ami than Panjin

Hans. In the form of f 4 (Ancient YRB/WLRB/ARB/MP/Nepal

population, Han_Liaoning; Ancient population, Mbuti), we

found that the Liaoning Han people received more genetic

contributions from ancient YRB, WLRB, and ARB populations.

Ancient individuals from archeological sites, such as Dacaozi,

Luoheguxiang, Haojiatai, and Jiaozuoniecun, around the YRB

and ancient cultures, such as Mohe, Mebrak, Upper and Lower

Xiajiadian, Yangshao, and Longshan, shared more alleles with

the Liaoning Han people. The Liaoning Han people also

exhibited clear genetic similarities with each other but relative

to Panjin Hans, Dalian Hans had more shared alleles with

Neolithic WLRB and ARB populations, and Shenyang Hans

shared more alleles with Xianbei-culture individuals in the ARB

during the Iron Age (Supplementary Table 8, Figure 5C).

Two-way admixture model based on
QpWave/QpAdm

To further explore potential ancestral sources and

determine the portions of different ancestries, we performed the

qpWave/qpAdm method. We found clear genetic differences

among northern and southern Han populations, and there

was more southern ancestry and less WLRB/YRB/ARB-related

ancestry in southern Han populations than in northern Han

people. Relative to Shandong and Shanxi Han peoples, Liaoning

Hans had more southern ancestry, and the genetic profile

of Henan Hans was more similar to that of Liaoning Hans

(Figure 6). We found the same genetic makeup between

the Liaoning Han people and Liaoning Manchu people;

Liaoning Mongolians had more ancient Northeast Asian-

related ancestry and western Eurasian-related ancestry

(Figures 6, 7). In comparison with Tungusic speakers, the

Liaoning Han people have more southern ancestry and less

western Eurasian-related ancestry (Figure 7). We also found

no significant genetic differences among the Liaoning Han

people (Figure 8).

Phylogenetic framework with gene flow
events constructed by the QpGraph and
TreeMix methods

In the qpGraph-based phylogenetic framework with gene

flow events, Mbuti, Denisovan, Loschbour, GreatAndaman,

and Tianyuan were used to construct the basal model, and

Neolithic hunter-gatherers on the Mongolian Plateau (MP)

and in the ARB, millet farmers related to the Qijia, Yangshao

and Lower Xiajiadian cultures in the YRB and WLRB,

Neolithic Qihe, Iron Age Hanben, Bronze Age Afanasievo

pastoralists, and Kostenki14 and Ishim_Ust from Russia were

used as different potential ancestral contributors (Figure 9,

Supplementary Table 9). We found that Liaoning Han people

have 57–98% Neolithic millet farmer-related ancestry, 40–

43% ancient Northeast Asian-related ancestry, and 2% western

Eurasian-related ancestry.

In the TreeMix analysis (Figure 10), no gene flow events

related to the Liaoning Han populations were found, and the

phylogenetic tree based on TreeMix showed that Liaoning Han

people clustered with other northernHan populations. Dandong

Hans, Panjin Hans, and Shenyang Hans clustered with Henan

Hans, Shanxi Hans, and Liaoning Manchus and Dalian Hans

clustered with Shandong Hans showed a close relationship with

Japanese and Koreans.
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FIGURE 5

Shared allele and gene flow direction explored via f4-statistics analysis. (A) f4 (Modern population1, Han_Liaoning; Modern population2, Mbuti)

based on the “Merged-HO” dataset; (B) f4 (Modern population1, Han_Liaoning; Modern population2, Mbuti) based on the “Merged-1240K”

dataset; (C) f4 (Ancient population1, Han_Liaoning; Ancient population2, Mbuti) based on the “Merged-1240K” dataset.
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FIGURE 6

(A–D) Two-way admixture model among di�erent Han populations constructed based on the “Merged-HO” dataset.

Admixture time and uniparental lineages
of Liaoning Han people

We next used the ALDER method based on weighted

linkage disequilibrium statistics to estimate admixture time.

We found that western Eurasian-related ancestry flowed into

the gene pool of Liaoning Hans populations 4,500–1,200

years in the past, northern East Asian- and southern Siberia-

related ancestry flowed into the gene pool of Liaoning Hans

populations 4,500–1,300 years in the past, and southern East

Asian-related ancestry flowed into the gene pool of Liaoning

Hans populations approximately 2,000–1,100 years in the past

(Supplementary Table 10).

In this study, we successfully identified 40 paternal

haplogroups and 80 maternal haplogroups in the Liaoning Han

people, which are listed in Supplementary Table 11. We found

that D4, D5, and B4 are themost frequentmaternal haplogroups,

and O1b1a2a1, C2c1a2a2, O2a2b1a1a1a1, and O2a2b1a2a1a2

are the dominant paternal haplogroups. These paternal and

maternal haplogroups are common in East Asia, and they are

the main haplogroups of the Han population. The makeup of

uniparental lineages also reveals population admixture; O1 and

O2 are the dominant paternal haplogroups in Han people, and

C2 and N1 are common haplogroups in northern East Asian

populations, such as Tungusic and Mongolic speakers (Wei

et al., 2018;Wang et al., 2019, 2021a). D4, D5, B4, B5,M7, N9, F1,

and A are the common maternal haplogroups in Han people (Li

et al., 2019), and G1, G2, Z3, and Z4 are dominant haplogroups

in northern East Asian and Siberian populations (Wang et al.,

2007; Dryomov et al., 2020).
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FIGURE 7

(A–D) Two-way admixture model between Liaoning Han and other northern populations constructed based on the “Merged-1240K” dataset.

Discussion

In this study, we explored the genetic structure and affinity

and reconstructed the population history of the Liaoning Han

people based on genome-wide data. We found that the Liaoning

Han people have genetic homogeneity and exhibited significant

genetic similarity with the northern Han people (Henan,

Shandong, and Shanxi) and Liaoning Manchu people. This

finding reveals that the Liaoning Han people and other northern

Han people have a common ancestor or origin, and there

has been large-scale population admixture between the Han

people and Manchu people in Liaoning Province, which further

confirms our previous studies’ results (Zhang X. et al., 2021), but

the Liaoning Han people still exhibit clear genetic differences

from other Tungusic speakers, such as Xibo, Oroqen, and

Hezhen. Fuxin Mongolians in Liaoning Province show a close

genetic relationship with the Liaoning Han people, but there

are also clear genetic differences. Fuxin Mongolians have more

northern East Asian-related ancestry and Western Eurasian-

related ancestry, which indicates that althoughMongolians carry

clear genetic influences of the Han people, they still retain their

own genetic characteristics. In addition, populations that have

adjoining geographic locations with the Liaoning Han people

also show close genetic distances, such as Japanese and Koreans.

Previous studies revealed a coastal expansion route during the

Late Pleistocene, the southerly Tianyuan-related lineage and

the Onge-related lineage are the dominant ancestral sources

of Jomon hunter-gatherers in Japan, and the Tianyuan-related

lineage is distributed in ancient populations in the YRB and

Yangtze River Basin (Wang C. C. et al., 2021). Robbeets et al.
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FIGURE 8

(A–C) Two-way admixture model among Liaoning Han constructed based on the “Merged-1240K” dataset.

FIGURE 9

(A–C) qpGraph-based phylogenetic framework showing the genetic formation of the modern Liaoning Han people.

reported that modern Japanese and Koreans are associated with

ancient WLRB populations based on evidence from archeology,

language, and genetics, and upper Xiajiadian-related ancestry

can be found in modern Japanese and Koreans (Robbeets et al.,

2021). Overall, there may be common ancestors who originated

from central East Asia among Hans, Japanese, and Koreans,

but due to differences in historical development and geographic

locations after population divergence, Han people have a much

greater expansion speed than Japanese and Koreans based on

advanced agriculture, technology and culture, and geographical

advantages, and genetic differences among them have gradually

appeared (Wang et al., 2018).

Han people are characterized by a north–south genetic

cline, and there are many shared components in the gene

pool of Han people from different geographic regions, but

significant differences can also be detected in these populations.

Previous studies indicated that Han people mixed gradually

with indigenous residents with their expansion, southern

Han people show clear admixture signals with Tai–Kadai

and Austronesian-speaking populations (He et al., 2020),

southwestern Han people have a close genetic relationship with

Hmong–Mien speakers (Wang et al., 2021b), and northwestern

Han people show more western Eurasian-related ancestry in

their genetic makeup (Yao et al., 2021). In this study, we found

that the Liaoning Han people have genetic similarities with the

Tungusic Manchu people, and the Liaoning Han people have

more YRB-related ancestry and ancient Northeast Asian-related

ancestry than the southern Han people. Our results further

support the northern origin hypothesis, in which ancient YRB

and WLRB populations share more alleles with Liaoning Han

people and are the main ancestral contributors, the Neolithic

millet-related ancestry is 57–98%, and there is no significant

Z score in the f 4 (YR_MN/YR_LN/YR_LBIA/Upper_YR_IA

/WLR_MN/WLR_BA, Han_Liaoning; Ancient population,

Mbuti) analysis. However, relative to ancient WLRB

populations, Liaoning Han people have more YRB-related
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FIGURE 10

TreeMix-based maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree with seven migration events among Eurasian populations.
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ancestry which according for 83%–98%. In addition, 40–43%

ancient Northeast Asian-related ancestry could be found in the

genetic makeup of Liaoning Hans. Hunter-gatherers on the

Mongolian Plateau (MP) and in the ARB are another main

genetic contributor. We also found that the Mohe people in the

ARB show a close genetic relationship with the Liaoning Han

people, there are no significant Z scores in f 4 (Heishui_Mohe,

Han_Liaoning; Ancient population, Mbuti) analysis, and

Mohe-related ancestry is 82–86%. We observed western

Eurasian-related ancestry in the genetic makeup of the Liaoning

Han people, and there was approximately 2% western Eurasian-

related ancestry. Admixture time based on ALDER methods

indicated that western Eurasian-related ancestry and ancient

Northeast Asian-related ancestry flowed into the gene pool of

Han people 4,500–1,200/1,300 years in the past, from the Xia,

Shang, and Zhou dynasties to the Tang dynasty. Paleogenomic

studies indicated that northern East Asian-related ancestry has

expanded southward since the Neolithic period (Ning et al.,

2020; Yang et al., 2020), and western Eurasian-related ancestry

has expanded eastward since the early Bronze Age (Wang

W. et al., 2021; Zhang F. et al., 2021). Previous studies found

that western and northern East Asian pastoralists played an

important role in the formation of early China, Chinese culture,

and Huaxia people (Sun et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2021). Frequent

population exchange and dynamic population history promote

population admixture, but based on advanced agriculture,

technology, and culture, the Han people or their ancestors often

had a greater demographic advantage over ancient ethnic groups

in East Asia, so they often assimilated with the population and

culture of other ethnic groups. Southern East Asian-related

ancestry flowed into Liaoning Hans’ gene pool approximately

2,000–1,100 years in the past from the Eastern Han Dynasty

to the Tang Dynasty. According to historical records, there

were many southward expansions of Han people from the

central plain, and Han people mixed gradually with indigenous

residents during their migration (Wen et al., 2004; He et al.,

2022a). In addition, the northward expansions of southern East

Asian populations also occurred during the historical period;

finally, the genetic structure and north–south genetic cline of

Han people were constructed.

Although the Liaoning Han people exhibit clear genetic

homogeneity, some genetic differences could be found. Dalian

Hans show closer genetic affinity with Shandong Hans than

Shenyang Hans, and Dalian Hans share more alleles with

some Han people (Shandong Hans, Fujian Hans, CHS and

CHB), Tibeto–Burman speakers (Naxi, Yi, Lhasa and Yajiang

Tibetans), Liaoning Manchu people, Liaoning Mongolians,

and Ami than Panjin Hans (Supplementary Table 7). Relative

to Panjin Hans, Dalian Hans share more alleles with the

Neolithic WLRB and ARB populations, and Shenyang Hans

share more alleles with Xianbei individuals in the ARB

(Supplementary Table 8). Two-way admixture models based on

the qpAdm method indicated that the Liaoning Han population

has a genetic makeup similar to that of the Henan Han

population (Figure 6). The Dalian Han people have less millet

farmer-related ancestry, hunter-gatherer-related ancestry, and

western Eurasian-related ancestry than other Liaoning Han

people (Figure 8). In the phylogenetic framework of East

Asian populations based on the TreeMix analysis, we found

that the Dalian Han populations clustered with Shandong

Han populations and had a close genetic relationship with

Japanese and Koreans, but Dandong Hans, Panjin Hans, and

Shenyang Hans clustered with Henan Hans, Shanxi Hans,

and Liaoning Manchus (Figure 10). According to historical

records, “Chuang Guandong” was a large-scale population

migration event that occurred beginning in 1877. More than

30 million people moved to Northeast China from modern

Shandong, Hebei, and Henan Provinces, and Han people

were the main ethnic group in this population migration.

They played an indispensable role in the formation of the

population structure of northern East Asians. According to

historical records, the Shandong Han people arrived mainly

in Northeast China by sea and mainly resided in Dalian in

Liaoning Province, and Han people from Hebei and Henan

Provinces migrated to Northeast China by land and were

distributed mainly in the northern and western regions of

Liaoning Province. In general, we propose that the genetic

differences among Liaoning Han people are associated with

migration routes during the “Chuang Guandong” period in

historical records. We further reconstructed the demographic

history of the Liaoning Han people based on genome-wide data,

but more studies from different perspectives are needed to test

this hypothesis.

Conclusion

In this study, we used typical and advanced population

genetic analysis methods (PCA, ADMIXTURE, FST,

f 3-statistics, f 4-statistics, qpAdm/qpWave, qpGraph, ALDER

and TreeMix) to explore the genetic structure of 80 Han

individuals from four different cities in Liaoning Province

and reconstruct their demographic history based on newly

generated genome-wide data. We found that the Liaoning

Han people have genetic similarities with other northern

Han people (Shandong, Henan, and Shanxi) and Liaoning

Manchu people. Millet farmers in the YRB and WLRB

(57–98%) and hunter-gatherers on the Mongolian Plateau

(MP) and in the ARB (40–43%) are the main ancestral

sources of the Liaoning Han people. Our study further

supports the northern origin hypothesis; the YRB-related

ancestry accounted for 83–98% of the genetic makeup of the

Liaoning Han population. There are clear genetic influences

of northern East Asian populations in the Liaoning Han

people, ancient Northeast Asian-related ancestry is another

dominant ancestral component, and large-scale population
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admixture has occurred between the Tungusic Manchu people

and Han people. Interestingly, there are genetic differences

among the Liaoning Han people, and we found that these

differences are associated with different migration routes

of the Han people during the Chuang Guandong period in

historical records.
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